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Christopher Ryan is a Senior Fraud Solutions Business Consultant. He delivers expertise 

that helps clients make the most from data, technology and investigative resources to 

combat and mitigate fraud risks across the industries that Experian serves.  

 

Ryan provides clients with strategies that reduce losses attributable to fraudulent activity. 

He has an impressive track record of stopping fraud in retail banking, auto lending, 

deposits, consumer and student lending sectors, and government identity proofing. 

 

Ryan is a subject matter expert in consumer identity verification, fraud scoring and 

knowledge-based authentication. His expertise is his ability to understand fraud issues 

and how they impact customer acquisition, customer management and collections. He 

routinely helps clients review workflow processes, analyze redundancies and identify 

opportunities for process improvements. 

 

Ryan recognizes the importance of products and services that limit fraud losses, 

balancing expense and the customer impact that can result from trying to prevent fraud. 
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Education: 

•University of Delaware, BA in communications 

“I ensure my clients’ long-term success in 

fraud prevention by helping them balance 

the need to reduce fraud losses with costs 

and consequences of interrupting 

legitimate customer activities.” 

Published work: 

•Bank News 

•Credit Union Magazine 
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Prior to Experian, Ryan was the Director of Credit Union Protection at CUNA Mutual 

Group and the Director of Global Fraud Solutions at Fair Isaac Corporation. 

 

Speaking engagements: 

•Experian’s Vision Conference 

•CUNA Mutual Discovery 

•Fair Isaac Interact 

•Card Services for Credit Unions Fraud Control 

Conference 
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Consulting expertise: 

•Fraud (identity verification, fraud scoring and 

knowledge-based authentication) 

•Originations fraud, originations operations and 

transaction fraud management 

•Analytics 

•Consumer, commercial and student lending 

•Government identity proofing 
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